Nature Walk Tickets

Directions: Cut out and give your child a ticket as you go on your nature walk. After your child spots something that corresponds to the ticket, you can hand out a new one. When you return from your nature walk, have your child draw a picture of something good, true, or beautiful seen on the walk.

Find something: Red
Red is a primary color.

Find something: Blue
Blue is a primary color.

Find something: Yellow
Yellow is a primary color.

Find something: Orange
Orange comes from mixing red and yellow.

Find something: Green
Green comes from mixing blue and yellow.
Find something: Purple
Purple comes from mixing red and blue.

Find something: Brown
Brown comes from mixing red, yellow, and blue.

Find something: Pink
Pink comes from mixing red and white.

Find something: White.

Find something: Black

Wild Card: Find something that has many colors!
True, Good, and Beautiful in Nature

You can learn about God by learning about His creation.

Draw a picture of something true, good, or beautiful that you saw during your nature walk.